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My Book of Computer 3 

Lesson 1 

throughout: from all the way  

history: study of past events 

sought: try to discover 

learned: having great knowledge 

invented: to create something after a long study and research 

abacus: the first calculator 

ancient: the old or past time 

multiplication: become more or increase in number 

division: make into pieces  

built: anything which has constructed in past 

additions: to combine to increase 

operated: to work or use of machines 

greatest: very large in size  

odometer: an instrument to measure the distance travelled by a vehicle 

considered: to think carefully about something especially before making decisions 

managed: organized 

loom: an apparatus for making fabric by weaving thread  

weave: making of fabric or fabric items by crossing long threads passing in one direction with 

other 

according: referring a statement to someone 

concept: general idea of something or anything that conceived in mind 

development: the act or process of developing or progress or growth of something 

 

Lesson 2 

open: not closed 

system: a set of things working together as a part of network 

collection: objects kept together 

carries: act of lifting something from one place to another 

components: parts of the whole thing 
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attached: linked together 

dependent: need or requirement of others support or aid 

handle: to manage a situation or problem 

transistor: an electronic component which controls current or voltage flow and acts as a switch  

perform: to act  

temporary: for very short period of time 

manufactured: make anything on a large scale by using machines 

stored: to keep anything safely for using in future 

replaces: to find a substitute for something or to put back in a previous position 

original: the new and very first of a kind or not copied  

capacity: having space 

lost: unable to find 

unchanged: not changed 

specific: particular 

permanent: for long period of time 

modified: to change in the form or character 

enhance: to improve the qualities or values 

abilities: skills or talents 

usually: commonly  

supply: to send something from one place to another 

heavy: anything having more weight 

casing: the outer covering 

 

Lesson 3 

heard: to listen 

aircraft: an airplane or other machine capable of flight 

washing machines: the machine by which we washes our clothes easily 

regular: anything done or happened frequently 

function: working of anything 

embedded: fixed into the surface of something  

attendant: a person who attends another as to perform a service 

amount: quantity 

sensor: a device that detects or measures the physical quantity and convert it into a signal 

which can be read by an observer 

meter: unit to measure the distance 
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automatically: those machines having the capability of starting, operating or moving 

independently or without thought 

aluminum: a chemical element light silvery-gray metal 

reached: arrive at  

probably: almost  

emergency: serious, unexpected, dangerous situation and demands immediate action 

situation: things that are happening and conditions present at a particular time 

apply: to put to use 

driver: the person who drives any vehicle 

pressure: the force applied on a surface of anything  

instantly: in very short time or at once 

distance: the length or space between two points 

repetitive: something that is doing the same thing again and again 

reliable: anything which is good in qualities or able to be trusted 

error: mistake 

effective: successful in producing a desired or a wish 

 

Lesson 4 

travel: to move from one place to another  

trip: an act of going anywhere for pleasure and going for vacations 

guidance: to get advice from someone to resolve any problem or difficulty 

control: to guide or regulate the activity or to manage 

managing: to have control or to make proper decisions or the guidance 

command: specific order 

completely: totally  

shuts down: off or close 

allots: to give someone to use or have something 

background: the area or part behind the main object 

intermediary: a person who acts as a link in between people to bring about an agreement  

responsible: anyone having the power to control or to manage its duties 

determines: to make a decision and find out exactly 

memory: anything remembered from the past 

opportunities: a set of condition or event that makes it possible to do something 

communicate: to share or exchange information, news or ideas 
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prevents: to stop something from happening 

infringing: to violates law or the rights of another or exceed the limits of  

already: anything that happened before a specific time 

specific: particular 

informs: to give knowledge 

warnings: anything or any notice that alerts the people 

advises: to give an idea to do anything in a better way 

regarding: any reference  

utilizes: to make use of or to make practical 

interface: a point where two systems usually computers meets or connects with each other 

prompts: anything which is done or performed at once 

 

Lesson 5 

reason: a cause  

ease: free from difficulty 

nature: all the animals, plants, rocks, clouds, mountains etc. in the world and all the features, 

forces created by god 

graphical: anything which is represented by a graph  

provide: anything which is given 

accessed: the ability to approach or enter  

simplify: to make anything more simple, small or less 

complex: very hard or difficult 

sense: a feeling or having qualities of sight, smell, hearing, taste, and touch.  

space: gap or distance 

several: many 

partition: divided or separated 

installed: to place anything in position for service or use  

recycle: to make something in new from that thing which has been used before  

panel: a group of people gathered for public discussion 

longer: a great distance from one end to the other end  

own: something belongs or relates to the person 

wastepaper: paper that you throw away because it has been used or is not needed  

basket: a container used to hold or carry things 

location: a particular place or position. 
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support: to provide comfort,  

discard: anything that is no longer useful  

restored: to bring back something 

recently: not long ago  

solutions: dealing with a difficult situation or to solve problems 

search: try to find something  

shortcuts: doing something more directly and quickly  

temporarily: something or someone not for a long time 

superimposed: to place something over or above something  

navigate: to find the way to get to a place when you are traveling  

differentiate: differences between two or more things  

permanently: something or someone for a long time 

clever: intelligent or quick to understand and learn 

immediately: at once 

 

Lesson 6 

image: external form of anything 

editing: to do corrections before publication 

process: steps taken for doing something or to produce something 

licensed: permission from a governmental or any other legal authority for doing something 

released: allow to free or enable to escape or move 

pattern: repeated decorative designs 

exclusively: not divided or not shared or available to only one person or group 

enhance: increase or improve the quality further 

capabilities: talents , skills or abilities 

necessary: absolutely needed, unavoidable or anything that should not be ignored 

affecting: anything which influence, touch or attacks on feelings 

boundary: limit of an area 

untouched: anything which is not touched or used  

ability: power, talent or skill for doing something 

fundamental: necessary or important things 

skills: ability to do something well 

layers: quantity or thickness of material 

crucial: anything that is important or essential t success 
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altered: to change or become different 

blended: to combined or something mixed 

placement: putting anything in a particular order or specific location 

maximum: the largest or the greatest value 

adjust: to make comfortable  

flexibility: ability to move freely 

remove : erased or deleted 

unwanted: anything which is not necessary or not needed 

perspective: a point of view  

clone: to make copy of something or any organism having same genetics produced asexually 

degree: unit of measuring temperature or the amount or level to which something happens 

achieve: to reach at a level or to gain the best result by efforts or skills 

credible: anything that is convincing 

result: the effect or outcome of something 

distort:  to change the natural, normal or original shape, size or appearance 

transform: to change the outward form 

reduce: to bring someone or something to a lower, weaker or lesser state 

merge: combined to become one or single entity  

sharpness: quality of being sharp 

portrait: a painting, drawing or photograph includes the person's head and shoulders 

often: many times 

pleasing: giving pleasure or satisfaction 

selective: choosing carefully or to highly specific in activity 

blurring: anything which is unclear or confusing 

edge: a thin and sharp side of any instrument or the outside limit of any object or area 

enhancement: an increase or improvement  in quality or value of anything 

extremely: very high  

technique: a way of doing or performing specific task in a efficient or artistic way 

equivalent: anything that same or equal to something else 

portions: divided into more parts  
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possible: anything is to be done with power, ability or potential 

barely: anything which is just enough with nothing left over 

unusual: anything which is not common or not ordinary 

noticeable: easily seen 

effects: a change that is a result of an action or cause 

skewed: more developed on one side or in one direction 

complicated: very complex or anything that is difficult to explain or understand 

intended: to plan something or to aim something and setting this as a goal 

faded: to disappear or die gradually 

 

Lesson 7 

common: anything which is very ordinary  

defined: to describe something 

job: an activity performed in exchange of payment 

wide: very great or large or far from a particular point 

frequently: something that occurs regularly or many times 

strike: to hit in a forceful way or sudden attack 

purpose: reason 

centralized: bring together in one place 

Justified: to give explanation prove to be just right 

indenting: anything start from the margin 

headings: title at the beginning of the written passage that explains what it's about 

inward: directed inward or coming inside from outside 

decreased: to become less or few 

render: to give or provide  

overdo: to use to excess or do anything out of limits 

suitable: right or appropriate for specific person or thing 

layout: the way in which something is arranged 

advanced: more improved than before 

relevant: anything which is meaningful or purposeful 

margins: lines 
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Lesson 8 

introduced: to bring something in use or meet someone for the first time 

critical: anything which is judged often or finding faults 

basics: anything essential or necessary 

suppose:  to imagine or assume 

principal: the first of highest in rank 

request: asking for something in a polite way 

sample: a small part or portion from the larger part use doing experiments  

understand: to become aware  

default: someone or something who fails to perform any act 

impression: feeling, thinking or an idea about someone or something seen for the first time 

receive: to take or get something 

disappears: invisible or anything which is not be seen or go away completely 

underline: to make the importance of something  

triple: become 3 times or consisting of three parts 

shift: move from one place to another 

earlier: before 

beginning: starting 

contents: to make satisfied 

illustrations: pictures drawn in all the text or story books or newspapers 

repeat: an action of doing anything again 

 

Lesson 9 

problem: any matter or situation involves difficulty or not able to understand  

easy: anything which is not really difficult 

technician: a person who is trained or expert in technical work 

solutions: something that solves the problems or difficulties or a liquid mixture 

plugged: a stopper 

socket: a hollow thing into which something fits  

stabilizer: anything which maintain the stability 

fault: mistakes or accidents 

motherboard: the physical arrangement in a computer that contains the computer's basic 

circuits and components 
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consult: to take information or advice from anyone for doing any work 

repair: to make any damaged thing fixed or new 

restart: to start anything again 

crashed: move or cause to move with force 

protect: keep safe from danger or harm 

 

Lesson 10 

apart: separated by a distance 
limit: a restriction or point beyond which something is not allowed to go 
currently: at the present time 
expected: to look forward for something to happen  
stated: fixed, settled or declared 
huge: extremely large 
picnic: an outing for relaxation and eating in open air or a trip away from home 

twice: two times 

communication: exchange of information 

sharing: giving something that belongs to you to someone else 

various: different or many  

stationery: anything that is not moving or some using materials like pencil, eraser, paper etc 

receive: to get something 

photocopy: to make photographic reproduction or make copies  

purchase: to get anything in exchange of money 

envelopes: a covering or to surround something completely 

postage: the amount required to send a letter 

clerk: a person who works in the bank or office to keep records 

payment: getting money or salary in exchange of work or employment 

effort: very hard work to achieve victory 

acquiring: to gain something by your own efforts 

unlimited: freedom, not limited or restricted or infinite 

audio: it is the sound system in computers 

involvement: act of sharing in the activities of a group or to be a part of something 

navigation: finding out the position, location or distance traveled to a certain place  

tracker: a path or route which is indicated by marks or clue 

recognize: to identify something or someone seen before 

separated: not together 

enormous: very huge or extremely large in size  
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Lesson 11 

browser: a software program that provides to find or read the information on World Wide Web 

wish: a hope or feeling to have or do something or to see something happen 

extreme: very great or very high 

among: being in a group or surrounded by something or someone 

operate: to work or use a machine  

relevant: something which is reasonable or related 

ignore: to refuse to pay attention or to reject 

options: choices 

evident: visible, clear or understood 

reduce: to make smaller or less 

repeatedly: again and again  

enlarge: very large or very big 

offers: to give a choice to some to accept or to reject something 

exit: the way out, leaving any place or going out from any where 

revert: to go back to a previous form 

edge: the outer side area or surface of any object away from the center of something 

reappear: to appear again 

extensive: covering a large area; having a great range 

complicated: not easy, very difficult to understand 

recall: to call again 

 

Lesson 12 

inception: the beginning of something  

abilities: qualities, talent or skills of someone 

portable: anything which can be easily carried or move and is lighter in weight 

guise: the outward appearance 

lost: anything that is unable to find or taken away 

transformation: change in form, nature, or appearance 

potential: energy, qualities or abilities of something or someone 

wearable: easy to wear or suitable for wearing 

miniature: very small 

worn: affected or damaged by use  

augment: to make larger or enlarge in size  

distant: not near or far away 
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ideal: a perfect example of something 

experience: knowledge or skill from doing, seeing, or feeling things  

familiar: anything which is very well known 

recognize: to identify something or someone seen before 

suspicious: having or showing a feeling that something is wrong  

intelligence: collection of information or capacity for learning, reasoning, understanding, 

criminal: someone who breaks the law, murderer or a thief 

immediately: at once or to do something without delaying 

vision: power of sensing with the eyes, or being able to see 

enhanced: increase or further improve the quality 

desired: to wish for something, to want something to happen 

perspiration: the process of sweating 

tiniest: a very small person or thing 

bulky: something which is large in size and heavy in weight 

expensive: anything costing a lot of money  

miniaturized: something on a small scale 

described: to explain in detail with meanings and examples 

unpredictable: unable to tell what is coming next  

significant: having or expressing a meaning  

advancements: the process of improvement or development 

decades: a group or set of ten(10) 

confirmed: to establish the truth, something which is strongly decided 

revolution: complete change  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


